Amico’s Serenity Panel Walls offer you limitless design and adaptability for future modifications. The streamlined installation of our panel wall seamlessly integrates all of your services and equipment.

- Fully modular and reconfigurable
- Custom built
- Integrated rails
- Infection control/ease of cleaning
Our Serenity Casework Solutions are custom designed and pre-fabricated to your requirements. Amico will meet your design while decreasing installation time and costs.

- Medical grade casework
- Integrated rails
- Linen and trash carts
- Functional design options, such as recessed glove box or integrated whiteboard
Upgrade your existing rooms to NuLook in under 4 hours!

- No cutting of pipe or breaking into the existing wall
- Add or move outlets and/or electrical services now or in the future
- Install over existing headwalls
- Floor mounted for plaster or clay walls
- Convert semi-private to private
- Panels can be changed to maintain aesthetics
Vertical configuration of recessed or surface mounted flatwalls ensures that all services are at the patient’s bedside.

Equipment management with four integrated vertical accessory rails per unit.

Expandable to meet your future requirements.
Available in single and two tier models, our recessed and surface mounted horizontal headwalls include two or four horizontal accessory rails for equipment management. Two tiered models include two vertical rails.

Smooth, rounded edges make infection control easier and increase durability.

Choose from a variety of laminate colors to match your room décor.

Services are manifolded to a single point for ease of installation.
Amico Patient Care works with you, customizing all of your furniture needs to match your room décor. Choose from our wide variety of finishes to complete your rooms.

Our overbed tables are available with different surface styles and options to accommodate various department needs throughout your facility.

Our bedside cabinets, carts and wardrobes offer attractive storage options for the comfort of your patients and keep things organized for clinical staff.
Carts & Bassinets

Fetal Monitor Cart with Adjustable Keyboard Tray
Supply Cart with Pass Through Drawers
Mobile IT Cart for Laptop
Mobile IT Cart with Drawers
Marco Bassinet (single or twin)
Ava Bassinet (drop down bassinet)
Amico has become known as an innovator in the medical industry, creating a line of Healthcare IT Mounting Solutions that suit the needs of healthcare providers.

We strive to provide caregivers with reliable and attractive workflow solutions. Our products are compatible with every major manufacturer so they work the way you expect them to with no headaches.

Amico’s General Room Accessories offer unique benefits to healthcare providers including flexibility, adaptability, productivity, aesthetics and ergonomics.
Diagnostic Equipment

Amico’s Blood Pressure Cuffs and Components are made with care and quality to ensure they exceed the industry standard. Our cuffs are available in all sizes and are color coded for quick and easy identification.

The Amico Diagnostic Station with Smart Bulb System protects and extends the life of the bulbs while lowering energy consumption. Anti-theft instrument heads can be locked securely in place, reducing the cost of lost equipment.
Patient Room, Procedure & Exam and Architectural Lighting Solutions

Solar Series Eclipse LED Light
- Up to Three Functions per Fixture

Solar Series Duo Med LED Light
- Up to Three Functions per Fixture

Solar Series Multifunction LED Light
- Up to Five Functions per Fixture

Skyline Overbed LED Light
- Up to Four Functions per Fixture

LightMaster Multifunctional Switch
- Control Up to Five Lights in a Single Keypad

Mira Series LED Light
- Available in Mira 50, 65 and 90 LED Lights

Gamma Series LED Light
- Ideal for General Examinations

Clarity Series LED Light
- Ideal for Task and Reading Purposes
Our eco-friendly and long lasting iCE LED Surgical Lights last a minimum of 50,000 hours, translating into decades of energy cost savings. The ultra-efficient technology leaves a Green Footprint wherever it is installed.

Amico iCE LED Surgical Lights have superior shadow reduction and deep cavity illumination. This is created with multiple overlapping beams and are adjustable by turning a centrally mounted handle to create a long, homogeneous column of light. This allows surgeons to effortlessly direct a precise light pattern into the surgical field while providing the ideal balance of shadow reduction and deep cavity illumination.
The Amico GoLift is an ideal ceiling lift/hoist system designed to safely lift, transfer and reposition a patient with as little effort as possible for the caregiver.

The GoLift can be integrated into our Amico headwalls, pendants as well as our traditional ceiling track systems, making it an ideal and complete solution for both your ICU and OR. GoLift is the world’s smallest 700 lb patient lift that weighs less than 10 lbs!
Complete your ICU or OR with our movable pendant systems equipped with state-of-the-art electric brakes that provide a user-friendly experience for your caregivers. Integrated equipment such as Amico’s GoLift ceiling lift and equipment transport systems provide a safe and effective way to transport patients and IV pumps from the ICU to the OR.
Amico Beds and Stretchers incorporate distinctive features to assist caregivers by providing a more meaningful level of care and comfort for patients.

A full line of thick, durable, flame resistant support surfaces and stretcher pads are also available.
NEW! The Sentinel Vacuum Regulator

The ONLY regulator that detects contamination!

Upgrade to a Digital Gauge
Clear Back Plate
Identify Contamination Instantly

Vacuum Regulators

- Surgical/OR (0 - 750 mmHg)
- Pediatric (0 - 160 mmHg)
- Neonatal (0 - 100 mmHg)
- Adult Intermittent (0 - 300 mmHg)

Optional Color Coding by Model Type

Flowmeters

- Thorpe Style
- Dual/Y-Block Flowmeter Assembly
- Dial Style
Medical Air Compressors & Vacuum Systems

Built using the latest technology, Amico’s heavy-duty Air Compressor Systems are engineered for reliability and durability.

- Oil-less Reciprocating Compressors
- Oil-less Scroll Compressors
- Desiccant Dryers
- Oil-free Rotary Screw and Lubricated Rotary Screw Compressors

Designed to meet the most demanding applications, Amico’s Vacuum Systems deliver efficiency and superior performance.

- Dry Rotary Vane Pumps
- Lubricated Rotary Vane Pumps
- Dry Contact-less Claw Pumps
- Liquid Ring – Water Sealed Pumps